
   

       

  Afternoon Tea
 

£84.45 £76.01
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
When someone you know deserves a relaxing sit down with delicious
treats, deliver them a decadent Afternoon Tea gift basket designed
and created by expert basket creators. Simply created for your special
moments in life.

  Details
 
Bring the warm feeling of familiarity to someone special to you with the Afternoon Tea gift basket from us. This gift basket fits into our more
traditional tea and biscuit offerings, bringing you everything you would expect from such a time honoured classic, without falling into the tired
old trappings of trying to reinvent a classic. As part of our Simply Tasteful range, this gift basket has been created with a clear design goal, to
use our experience and feedback from our customers to create a gift basket we believe hits every point that our customers, and we, would
expect from a Tea and Biscuit gift, without adding superfluous products that don't follow our design ideals.There are some critical items we
think are required for a traditional Afternoon Tea gift basket, of course you need high quality teas, and we include two of these from specialist
tea suppliers that we're confident you'll fall in love with. You also need delicious biscuits to dunk and crunch while you sit for your afternoon
relaxation. For this we've found producers from near and far to bring the variety and quality you deserve, with farmhouse made oat biscuits, to
Swiss tea biscuits that are a perennial favourite. We bring together all our years of expertise and passion for providing our customers with an
exemplary gifting experience when we create our products. We source our products from suppliers that we can build a relationship with, that
we know are ethical, great value, and most importantly, delicious! When you receive a basket from us, we're confident that our knowledge of
our craft is displayed clearly in the beauty of our products, carefully packed, wrapped, and packaged to give that fantastic feeling of a surprise
gift upon opening, while still staying safe and sound through the delivery process. When you need to convey your feelings don't settle for
anything but the best, and let us bring the weight of our experience and professionalism to bear on your gift basket solution. Simple ordering,
simple delivery, simply tasteful.

Additional Information
 
Contents Original Irish Oat Cookies Kilbeggan 200g Swiss Chocolate Biscuit with Hazelnut Rhythm 108, 135g Willies

35g SingleEstate Milkchoc Praline Truffles Natural Leaf Tea Tin SD Bells 125g Chocolate Log Cake Hand
decorated, Original Cake.co. Ethical English Breakfast Tea Bags NEMI Puffed Chocolate Wafer Mamma
Loretti's 15g GNAW Orange Hot Chocolate Stick Chocolate Caramel Cups Deliciously Ella Excellence
Creamy Milk Lindt Chocolate Bar 100g Livia's Chocolate Orange Million Squares GuiltFree Chocolate Apple
Sticks Lismore Food Company 25g Decorated in Luxury Satin Ribbon Greetings Card for your Personalised
Message Presented in a Small Fabric Lined White Shopper Gift Basket
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